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Introduction
FirstGroup is the leading public transport operator in the UK and North America. We transport 

some 2.5 billion people on our trains and buses every year, to school, work and leisure activities.

Our services help to reduce the environmental impacts of travel as buses and trains produce less emissions 
per journey than other form of transport such as the car or air travel. Our role is to provide public transport that 
supports local communities and their economies. Our services also help improve quality of life through reducing 
air emissions and congestion and by providing a low carbon way to travel.

We are committed to supporting governments and local communities reduce carbon emissions from travel. 

Our main role is to provide a low carbon form of travel by ensuring we operate our vehicles efficiently and promote their 
increased utilisation.

In other words our commitment is to:

 • Ensure we remain competitive with other transport modes both in cost and carbon terms.

 • Improve the efficiency of our services to reduce cost and associated carbon emissions. 

 • Attract more people to our services and match vehicle size to passenger demand.

These commitments reflect our broader business strategy to improve efficiency and deliver passenger growth. 

Emissions from our vehicles constitute around 95% of FirstGroup’s carbon footprint and are therefore the focus for our 
strategy. This is supported by a carbon reduction programme linked to energy use in buildings and the broader supply 
chain.

This Climate Change Strategy replaces our strategy published in March 2011. We have learned much in the intervening 
period and have reviewed our target setting approach in line with this. 

Key developments in this new strategy

 • We will continue to measure, track and report our total carbon emissions. However, our revised targets are   
  expressed as emissions per vehicle km or passenger km. These measures better reflect the actions we   
 are taking to improve fuel efficiency and promote passenger growth. 

 • Focusing on emissions per passenger km avoids the problem that an absolute target can create, since from a   
 climate change point of view, growth in public transport (even at the price of higher total emissions from buses and  
  trains) is good, if it reduces car and air travel.

 • Our business is made up of a number of different operating units each with different challenges in reducing carbon  
  emissions. To ensure transparency and to allow each business unit to link carbon targets to their business plans  
  separate targets have been set for different parts of the business. 

 • There is no ready made solution for reduction of carbon emissions in public transport. Technology continues to   
  change as does our scientific understanding of the options and challenges involved in reducing emissions.   
  We will therefore be setting shorter term targets going forward which we will review annually in order that they   
  can be revised in the light of new developments. 

 • We are very aware of the technology changes taking place in the car industry - most recently the introduction of fully  
  electric vehicles. We believe it is necessary that we track our progress in reducing carbon emissions to ensure that  
  public transport continues to offer a lower carbon travel alternative expressed as emissions per passenger km. 
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We are fully committed to helping to deliver 
part of the solution by ensuring that public 
transport provides an attractive, low emissions 
alternative to other forms of travel.

Tim O’Toole, 
Chief Executive
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Carbon reduction targets
In our UK Bus division we have seen an improvement in fuel efficiency - in particular through the introduction of 
DriveGreen technology which is an in cab system which informs drivers how fuel efficiently they are driving. Our 
targets going forward are based on projected passenger growth supported by further engineering improvements 
to new and existing vehicles and driver training and incentives to promote more fuel efficient driving. Over the 
longer term we expect new technology, initially in the form of hybrid vehicles, to play a greater role in reducing fleet 
emissions. 

UK Bus
UK Bus targets

-8.5%

Changes in 
emissions per 
passenger km in 
four years prior 
to 2010/11 

-7%

Target reduction 
in emissions per 
passenger km by 
2015/16 based 
on 2010/11 

Background to improving vehicle fuel efficiency
Over the past five years First UK Bus has worked across a wide number of areas to improve fuel efficiency 
and to reduce the associated emissions of its UK Bus fleet and operations. Examples include: 

•  significant efficiency improvement as a result of the DriveGreen programme which utilises GreenRoad 
technology to encourage smoother driving; 

• changes to new bus procurement strategy which incorporates fuel economy testing to ensure First UK Bus 
is buying some of the most fuel efficient vehicles available;

•  other work with key suppliers such as that to improve the efficiency of transmission software which has also 
shown to be very beneficial.

Delivery mechanisms

 •  Work to increase our customer base and frequency of travel.

 •  Work closely with our key suppliers to improve vehicle efficiency through the exploration of existing and 
emerging technologies.

 •  Continue fuel efficiency testing of new buses at Millbrook Proving Ground to verify vehicle efficiency prior to 
making purchasing decisions.

 •  Continue to promote safe and fuel efficient driving programme (DriveGreen).

 •  Maximise the usage of most efficient vehicles for route requirements.
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*First ScotRail figures are only for the diesel fleet. See later comment on electric vehicles

Train 
Operating 
Company

Reduction in 
emissions per 
passenger km 
from 2006/07 
to 2010/11

Target reduction 
in emissions per 
passenger km by 
franchise renewal 
date against 
2010/11 baseline

Franchise 
renewal date

-61.8% -0.2%December 2016
First
Hull Trains

First Great 
Western -22.6% -8%September 2015

First
ScotRail* -8.8% -3%31 March 2015

Delivery mechanisms

 • Identify more opportunities for coasting

 • Continue eco-driving initiatives

 • Investment in Driver Advisory systems

 • Promote patronage growth
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-20%First UK Rail

UK Rail
We have already implemented a range of measures to improve fuel efficiency of our trains. This combined with 
passenger growth has reduced emissions per passenger km considerably in our rail operations. Going forward 
we have set targets by individual operating company. This is due to the potential changes to our franchise 
portfolio over the next few years and the difference in the technical options available in each company. We will 
continue to monitor and revise these targets as appropriate to reflect franchise changes and incorporate new 
franchises going forward.

UK Rail targets

In addition we will be embedding carbon impact in decision making processes around vehicle asset management 
such as life extension and lifecycle assessment of new alternatives

First Capital Connect and parts of First ScotRail operate electric fleets. We are not able to set energy reduction 
targets for these fleets at present as we do not have an accurate baseline. The energy used by our electric trains in 
the majority of cases is not measured but calculated according to the industry agreed EC4T formula, thus the figures 
available are therefore estimated rather than actual. 

However, we have led the industry by installing meters to record electricity used in selected vehicles which is helping 
us to establish accurate baselines and consumption rates which will provide the basis for our target setting strategy. 
In the meantime we are taking a range of actions to reduce the energy usage of our electric fleet including the 
procurement of new trains with regenerative braking and improvements to driving and stabling techniques. 

-10.9%-24.6%31 March 2015

31 March 2015

First 
TransPennine 
Express

-7.4%
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North America
In the same way as in the UK new Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards to reduce particulates and 
air pollutants have led to deterioration in the fuel efficiency of new vehicles. For example, trials show that First 
Student EPA 2010 vehicles are around 15% less fuel efficient than the pre 2006 vehicles they replace. Thus our 
actions to reduce carbon emissions will be largely offsetting the impact of these new vehicles. 

First Student
Between 2006 and 2010 school buses show up to a 15% reduction in fuel economy as a result of standards 
introduced to reduce air pollutants. Since then, First Student has made a major swing in vehicle procurement to 
minimize this degradation in economy by electing to move the fleet to SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) systems. 
Also, First Student rolled out the DriveSMART programme and invested heavily in technology to make this project 
possible. The programme encourages reducing rapid acceleration, driving speeds and idling. DriveSMART involves 
regular updates on individual driving style, incentives and promotes competition between the locations. 

First Student target

Delivery mechanisms

 • Reducing idle time. 

 • Limiting top speed.

 •  Limiting vehicle acceleration through software control.

 • Adjusting shift calibrations to maintain engine efficiency.

 • System enhancements to further increase vehicle efficiency.

2015 target

reduction in 
carbon emissions 

per km against 
2010/11 baseline 

3%

First Transit
First Transit, also contract based, operates over 8,000 vehicles across 200 contracts in the US and Canada. 
Vehicles are mainly under contract from our customers, although we own around 20% of the fleet. 

In this part of our operations we have limited control over what we can do to reduce emissions. We have developed 
a range of options whereby our customers can reduce emissions and actively advise them of these and encourage 
them to work with us to improve fuel efficiency. However, this is a two-way discussion where ultimately the customer 
makes the choice. Due to the limited control we have on the purchase and management of vehicles in First Transit 
our target is to maintain current emissions per km against a background of new vehicles being less fuel efficient and 
therefore emitting higher levels of carbon dioxide.

First Transit target

2015 target

To retain 
emissions per km 
at 2010/11 levels 

Delivery mechanisms

We will continue to encourage our customers to adopt fuel saving 
measures. These include:

 • Installation of DriveCam a driver advisory system similar to DriveGreen 
  used in the UK.

 • Installation of idle shut down technology.

 • Use of fuel efficiency monitoring to provide the opportunity to detect 
  low performing vehicles.
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Monitoring and measurement
We monitor and measure our total carbon emissions, our emissions vehicle kilometre in Student and Transit divisions 
and our emissions per passenger km in our UK Bus and Rail divisions and in Greyhound.

We will report progress against each of these metrics and our associated targets in our CR report on an annual basis. 

In the UK we will also report our emissions per passenger km relative to the average car and best in class. 

*  For UK Bus for each reported year we have assumed an average journey length based on data from the corresponding 
  National Statistics, National Travel Survey 

**  Average figures for UK Bus and rail taken from 2013 Guidelines to Defra/DECCs GHG Conversion factors for company reporting

***  Calculated based on emission factors from DECCs GHG Conversion factors and assuming an average passenger loading of 
  1.5 people per car.

FirstGroup UK Bus* in period 9 2013/14 94

Average local bus in the UK – published DfT figures** 111.6

FirstGroup UK Rail (diesel) in the UK, 2012/13 56

Average for national rail – published DfT figures** 57

Average car*** 133

Average new car 96

Carbon dioxide emissions 
per passenger km (grammes) 2013
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Greyhound

Greyhound (including Boltbus) operate around 1,200 intercity coaches which are in our ownership. In the same way as 
for the other businesses emissions are affected by the new EPA 2007 and 2010 standards. However, in this business 
we can influence passenger numbers and in line with our UK operations have set targets in relation to emissions per 
passenger km. 

Greyhound target

Delivery mechanisms

 •  Work with suppliers to ensure we gain the best possible fuel efficiencies on all new 
vehicles

 •  Undertake powertrain modifications on refurbished coaches to improve fuel 
efficiency

 •  Trial new or alternative technologies where opportunities arise

 •  Install software systems and processes to reduce unnecessary idling and serve as 
a driver behaviour tool

 •  Promote passenger growth

2015 target

reduction in carbon 
emissions per  

passenger km against 
a 2010/11 baseline 

7.5%

Other carbon emissions

We also track and monitor the carbon emissions associated with our property portfolio and business travel. Emissions 
from property contribute around 5% to our total carbon footprint. We set annual energy reduction targets published in 
our annual CR report to reduce these emissions. 
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For further information go to:
www.firstgroup.com/corporate/cr

Principal and Registered Office

FirstGroup plc
395 King Street
Aberdeen AB24 5RP
T. +44 (0)1224 650100
F. +44 (0)1224 650140
Registered in Scotland number SC157176

www.firstgroup.com

The leading transport operator
in the UK and North America

Climate Change Strategy 
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